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I. INTRODUCTION

This article addresses the role of private practitioners as part of a comprehensive strategy to promote meaningful access to justice. The backdrop to the conversation includes trends involving unmet legal needs, the legal services delivery system, the flood of unrepresented litigants in the courts, the available data on the impact of counsel on case outcomes, and the Access to Justice and Civil Right to Counsel Movements. The evolution of self-help and limited assistance programs, involving initiatives with the courts, collaborations with legal aid programs, and pro bono initiatives, have occurred against the backdrop of these trends. The use of full and limited representation of low- and moderate-income clients, under labels including “low bono” and “unbundling,” has increased as well. Private practitioners can and should play important roles in each of these components to form a comprehensive delivery system.

This article connects the threads of the conversation by urging a three-pronged approach to a coordinated, overarching access to justice strategy that includes: 1) lowering barriers to access and revising the roles of the key players in the court system; 2) increasing use of assistance programs short of full representation, but paired with evaluation measures to prioritize the programs that impact case outcomes; and 3) where lesser steps are insufficient and basic human needs are at stake, the provision of publicly-funded counsel. After illustrating the way in which the prongs are interrelated, the article returns to the question of where the opportunities for private practitioners’ assistance might lie. The coordinated access to justice strategy reveals opportunities and provides a guide to insure that, in their individual capacity and as leaders more generally, private practitioners contribute to meaningful, rather than mere, access to justice.

II. BACKDROP – THE JUSTICE GAP AND CONSEQUENCES

The backdrop for the access to justice conversation involves the interrelated factors of the high incidence of unmet legal needs among the poor and working poor, the shortage of publicly-funded legal services, the high
incidence of self-representation, and the consequences of appearing without counsel in court for many litigants.

1. Unmet Legal Needs. The vast majority of the legal needs of the poor and working poor are currently unmet. Legal-needs studies consistently show that roughly eighty percent of the legal needs of the poor go unaddressed, a trend exacerbated by the recent recession. Many unmet legal needs involve housing, family, and consumer issues. Kansas Legal Services (KLS) turns away two persons for every person it serves; and that figure does not even reflect the vast numbers of eligible persons who do not reach their intake system.

2. Legal Services. Publicly-funded legal services have never been funded at a level to meet the demand, and have faced crippling cutbacks in recent years. Legal services offices represent only a fraction of eligible clients seeking assistance. The same funding crisis that has expanded the numbers of those needing help has decimated the ability of legal services offices to provide assistance. Due to cuts in funding, KLS has only 53 attorneys and paralegals.
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5. “A significant finding of this survey is that over 50 percent of all consumer respondents were not aware of Kansas Legal Services before participating in the survey, and over 78 percent had not used KLS services.” Id. at 19.


twenty fewer than in 2011. Yet, according to 2010 research, 419,408 Kansans lived in poverty, or 14.7 percent of the population.

3. Courts as a result face a flood of unrepresented litigants. Most tenants and debtors, many landlords, and most litigants in domestic relations cases appear without counsel. Most family law cases involve at least one party without counsel, and often two. Unrepresented litigants are disproportionately minorities and the poor. They often identify an inability to pay for a lawyer as the primary reason for appearing without counsel.

4. Outcomes for many unrepresented litigants. The consequences of appearing without counsel are devastating. Studies repeatedly show that unrepresented tenants, debtors and litigants in domestic relations cases, as well as claimants in administrative proceedings, obtain far worse results than represented ones. The findings are complicated by recent randomized studies, designed to eliminate the possibility that representation might be tied to self-selection by lawyers or clients, potentially skewing the results. Despite the complications, the consistent conclusions across the reports are that a) representation is an important, but only one, variable impacting case outcomes and b) power, the lack of power, and power imbalances are crucial to the analysis. Beyond the fact of representation, variables that affect outcomes of cases include the quality of the representatives and their tactics, the individual decision-maker and features of the forum more generally, and
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the substantive and procedural law at issue in a particular proceeding. The characteristics of a litigant impacts not only how a litigant may fare absent assistance, but also how much, and what type of, assistance a litigant may need. The variables combine to underscore the crucial role of power and power imbalances in the legal system.

III. ACCESS TO JUSTICE - LIMITED ASSISTANCE AND SELF-HELP

The issue of unrepresented litigants increasingly gained attention in the 1990’s and early 2000’s. Conferences of judges and state court administrators adopted resolutions calling for the courts to provide meaningful access to justice. The number of state access to justice commissions has increased rapidly, rising from a total of three in 2000 to 38 by 2014.

The increased focus on access to justice has led to dramatic changes in and out of the courthouse among the judiciary, the private bar, and legal services organizations in an effort to expand access. Inside the courthouse, Access to Justice initiatives include a move toward simplification to reduce procedural barriers, the increased use of technology, and revising the roles of the key players, including judges, clerks and court-connected mediators.

Both inside and outside of the courthouse, Self-Help and Limited Assistance Programs have proliferated. Those programs include self-help services, public legal education and information, advice from nonlawyers, and
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advice and brief services by lawyers in various settings. The programs vary in terms of the services they provide (some provide legal advice and document preparation, and others limit their services to general information and assistance), and the personnel involved (including publicly funded lawyers, volunteers from the private sector, and an array of nonlawyers, such as paralegals, law students, court personnel, community groups, and members of social services organizations). The assistance might be provided in person, either inside or outside the courthouse, over the telephone, via e-mail, or over the internet.  

A. Ethical Issues

The innovations and trends toward increased access to justice implicate a package of familiar ethical issues in unfamiliar contexts, including the scope of representation, the measure of competent representation, the establishment of the lawyer-client relationship, the application of the conflict of interest rules, and the duty of candor. Because the issues of unbundled legal services and ghostwriting, which often involve private practitioners, have captured the lion’s share of the legal profession’s attention, this section discusses those scenarios first before turning to the broader array of ethical issues involved with assistance short of full representation by counsel and self-representation.  

1. Unbundling, Ghostwriting and Limited Assistance Programs

Generally

As with other ethics issues, the rules related to unbundling vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. “Unbundled legal services is a practice in which the lawyer and client agree that the lawyer will provide some, but not all of the work involved in a traditional full service representation.” The primary ethical issue beyond ghostwriting involves the scope of representation: to what
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extent do the ethical rules permit a lawyer-client relationship that delivers services short of full representation?\textsuperscript{32} Kansas’ Limited Representation Rule responds to these concerns, allowing an attorney to “make a limited appearance on behalf of an otherwise unrepresented party.”\textsuperscript{33} The rule requires written consent, provides a mechanism for filing a notice of limited entry, provides restrictions on limited appearances, and provides a mechanism for withdrawal.\textsuperscript{34}

The controversy surrounding one unbundled task—ghostwriting—predates the move toward self-help. Ghostwriting involves a lawyer’s preparation of pleadings or other court papers for a litigant who appears without counsel. This fact pattern challenges the unstated assumption in the ethics rules that litigants either are or are not represented by counsel. Decisions characterize ghostwriting as fraud and misrepresentation, arising from the appearance that the litigant is without counsel when a lawyer is pulling the strings.\textsuperscript{35} The cases rarely allege specific harm from the alleged deception; that a litigant has received assistance is usually obvious from the court papers.\textsuperscript{36} The Kansas Limited Representation Rule authorizes and regulates ghostwriting, allowing an attorney to “help a party prepare a pleading, motion, or other paper to be signed and filed in court by the client.”\textsuperscript{37}

The broader array of assistance programs can raise each of the following ethical issues:\textsuperscript{38}

Lawyer-Client Relationship. Is a lawyer-client relationship created? Programs that offer information only, without advice, do so in part to make clear that no attorney-client relationship exists.\textsuperscript{39} Of course, the line between information and advice is hard to recognize in practice.\textsuperscript{40} The use of disclaimers and retainer forms is important, and the briefer the encounter the
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less likely an attorney-client relationship is created. Case law analyzing the relationship starts from the client’s perspective, so clarity is crucial.\footnote{See, e.g., Togstad v. Vesely, Otto, Miller & Keefe, 291 N.W.2d 686, 693 (Minn. 1980) (holding that plaintiff was injured when defendant attorney advised her that she had no medical malpractice claim, despite attorney’s claim that no attorney-client relationship was formed).}

**Scope of Representation and Competence.** Lawyers may limit the scope of representation with the client’s informed consent under Rule 1.2(c).\footnote{American Bar Association (ABA) Model Rule 1.2(c) authorizes lawyers to limit the scope of representation “if the limitation is reasonable under the circumstances and the client gives informed consent.” See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.2(c), available at http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_professional_conduct/model_rules_of_professional_conduct_table_of_contents.html. The American Bar Association’s Ethics 2000 Commission proposed the rule modification discussed in this section. See Ethics 2000 Commission, AM. BAR ASS’N, available at http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/policy/ethics_2000_commission.html.} While permission to limit the scope of representation does not alleviate the need to provide competent representation, the standard for competence relates to the extent of the assistance.\footnote{MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.2 cmt. 7 (2013).} A Colorado Ethics Opinion on unbundling illustrates the interrelationship between the scope of representation and unbundling. “[A] lawyer may not so limit the scope of the lawyer’s representation as to avoid the obligation to provide meaningful legal advice, nor the responsibility for the consequences of negligent action;” however, “the duty of competence of Rule 1.1 is circumscribed by the scope of the representation agreed to by Rule 1.2.”\footnote{Colo. Bar Ass’n Ethics Comm., Formal Op. 101 (1998), available at http://www.cobar.org/repository/Ethics/FormalEthicsOpinion/FormalEthicsOpinion_101_2011.pdf.}

**Confidentiality.** While the measure of competence is affected by the scope of representation, the duty to preserve client confidentiality is not. The prohibitions, and exceptions, set forth in Rule 1.6 apply to both full and partial representation.\footnote{MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.6 (2013).}

**Candor.** The duty of candor is embodied in provisions related to fraud, candor, and truthfulness.\footnote{Id. R. 1.2(d), 3.3(b), 4.1(b), 8.4(d).} The duty of candor also explains Rule 1.6(b)’s exceptions to the duty to preserve confidentiality.\footnote{Id. R. 1.6.}

**Conflicts of Interest.** Model Rule 6.5 was adopted to avoid the problems caused by applying traditional conflict of interest rules to limited assistance programs. The traditional rules, by creating the risk that an entire law office would be “conflicted out” in subsequent encounters with a client, placed an enormous burden on providers of high-volume assistance programs and diminished the pool of those willing to assist. Rule 6.5, not yet adopted in Kansas, responds to these concerns by modifying the conflict of interest rules for lawyers who provide limited legal services “under the auspices of a
program sponsored by a nonprofit organization or court. Under Rule 6.5, the conflict of interest rules only apply where the individual lawyers knows that the representation involves a conflict of interest, and the lawyer’s firm similarly is only disqualified if there is actual knowledge of the conflict. The goal of the rule is to avoid having the limited nature of the representation under Rule 6.5 lead to a broader disqualification of the firm’s other clients.

*Nonlawyers.* When nonlawyers staff assistance programs, the ethics analysis depends on the tasks performed by the nonlawyers and the supervisory structure. Rules 5.3 and 5.5, regulating Responsibilities of Nonlawyer Assistants and Unauthorized Practice of Law, govern. If nonlawyers are not supervised by lawyers, the analysis turns on the tasks involved. By definition, the unauthorized practice of law prohibitions bar the practice of law. Since providing legal advice is a core component of the practice of law, the distinction often turns on the murky line between information and advice.

*Law Students.* Student practice rules frame the analysis where law students are involved. Outside the scope of the student practice rule, law students are lay advocates. Within the scope of the student practice rule, the rules that apply to lawyers apply to law students, establishing obligations for supervisors as well.

**2. Challenges for lawyers opposing unrepresented litigants**

A different ethical issue arises when lawyers deal with unrepresented adverse parties, which often occurs in the negotiation context in unmonitored settings. The ethical rules do not speak directly to negotiations. Rule 4.1 (Truthfulness in Statements to Others) is the primary source of restrictions where negotiations are between lawyers; Rule 4.3 governs when adverse parties are unrepresented. Rule 4.3 prohibits a lawyer from stating or
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implying “that the lawyer is disinterested” and from giving “legal advice to a person who is not represented by a lawyer, other than the advice to secure counsel. . . .” The analysis applies to interactions with all unrepresented persons, including witnesses, in adverse positions. Lawyers must refrain from overreaching, misleading, pressuring, and threatening when negotiating with an unrepresented party. Lawyers must avoid persuading an unrepresented litigant to adopt certain terms, making predictions about what will happen in court, and opining on the applicability of the law to the facts of the case beyond the exceptions articulated in the comment. Available evidence suggests widespread noncompliance with Rule 4.3, particularly in the hallways of high volume courts.

3. Judges, Court-Connected Mediators & Clerks

Where access to justice issues involve the roles of judges, court-connected mediators, clerks and other personnel, assistance while remaining impartial and without providing legal advice is the subject of much analysis. There is a trend toward increased emphasis at conferences and trainings on judges playing an active role in protecting the rights of litigants, the publication of materials to guide judges in actively assisting litigants while remaining neutral, and the issuance of protocols or guidelines to assist judges in the handling of their cases involving self-represented litigants. Reflecting the trend toward acceptance of the more active judicial role, the ABA added a new
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comment to the Model Judicial Code allowing judges “to make reasonable accommodations to ensure pro se litigants the opportunity to have their matters fairly heard.” As of 2014, twenty-seven jurisdictions have adopted either the exact wording of the ABA comment or a revised and expanded version.

B. Evaluation of Limited Assistance Programs

The evaluation of limited assistance programs has focused less on case outcomes and more on “customer satisfaction.” The programs tend to be popular, but the extent to which they are sufficient is harder to assess without comparable data and data points. While the dearth of reliable studies of assistance programs and case outcomes suggests the need for further research, the reports on the impact of representation provide important clues for the design of such programs: the greater the imbalance of power between the parties, extensive assistance more likely will be necessary to impact the case outcome.

IV. CIVIL RIGHT TO COUNSEL

The years after 2003, the fortieth anniversary of Gideon v. Wainwright, saw a sharp increase in activity supporting a civil right to counsel. Advocates pursued test cases and legislative strategies, attempting to establish the right to counsel in various contexts. In 2006, the American Bar Association (ABA) unanimously adopted Resolution 112A, urging the provision of “legal counsel as a matter of right at public expense to low income persons in those categories of adversarial proceedings where basic human needs are at stake, such as those involving shelter, sustenance, safety, health or child custody,” as determined by each jurisdiction. The adoption of ABA
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Resolution 112A spurred activity often coordinated with, and bolstered by, the work of state access to justice commissions.  

The more frequent litigation activity has been in the state courts in the aftermath of *Lassiter v. Department of Social Services*. *Lassiter* held that, as a matter of federal constitutional law, due process did not require a categorical right to counsel where termination of parental rights is involved. In 2006, Clare Pastore summarized litigation post-*Lassiter*, citing close to one hundred cases in the article. Beyond litigation, legislative and administrative initiatives provide an alternative strategy to pursue an expanded civil right to counsel. A third strategy to expand the civil right to counsel and promote increased access to justice involves the growing use of pilot projects and experimentation, often paired with data collection and empirical work.

Thirty years after *Lassiter*, the United States Supreme Court’s decision in *Turner v. Rogers* created a stir in the civil-right-to-counsel and access-to-justice communities. A unanimous Court ruled that there was no categorical right to counsel under the Due Process Clause in a civil contempt case based on failure to pay child support, even where the contemnor faced incarceration. The majority nonetheless found that South Carolina’s procedures violated due process. The Court reached this result after considering not only the rights at stake in the proceeding, but potential drawbacks from the appointment of counsel, and steps short of creation of a categorical right to counsel that might sufficiently protect against an erroneous deprivation of liberty. The Court identified “procedural safeguards” that, when taken together, might provide the necessary protection for a defendant in a civil contempt case for failure to pay child support. Because Mr. Turner was not appointed counsel and the South Carolina procedures failed to provide necessary procedural safeguards, the Court held that Turner’s incarceration violated due process. Since the Court declined to find a categorical right to counsel, but nonetheless found that South
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Carolina’s procedures violated the constitution, *Turner v. Rogers* is generally analyzed as a Civil Right to Counsel loss and an Access to Justice win.82

V. SYNTHESIS: A COMPREHENSIVE ACCESS TO JUSTICE STRATEGY

While Access to Justice and Civil Right to Counsel initiatives can at times be viewed as in conflict with one another, they can most effectively be understood as components of a comprehensive Access to Justice strategy, involving a three-pronged approach. Prong 1: Lowering barriers to access in the courts and revising the roles of key players in the court system, so they provide the key assistance to litigants they are permitted to provide. Prong 2: Increasing use of, and experimentation with, forms of assistance programs short of full representation, paired with evaluation to measure which innovations impact case outcomes and which instead achieve other goals, such as reducing headaches for the courts or otherwise making cases proceed more quickly or smoothly. Prong 3: Where lesser steps are insufficient, and the interests at stake involve basic needs, provision of counsel for representation.83

A. Prong 1: Lowering barriers to access in the courts and revising the roles of key players in the court system.

Prong 1 involves expansion of the roles of the court system’s key players, such as judges, court-connected mediators, and clerks, to require them to assist unrepresented litigants as necessary to prevent a forfeiture of important rights.84 These individuals must play an active role to maintain the system’s impartiality and ensure that unrepresented litigants do not forfeit rights due to the absence of counsel. At the same time, the court must take steps to simplify procedures, provide assistance to litigants in various forms, more effectively utilize technology, and reduce barriers to meaningful participation that currently impede those without counsel.

B. Prong 2: Increasing use of, and experimentation with, forms of assistance programs short of full representation, paired with evaluation

Prong 2 encourages the increased use of a variety of assistance programs, but requires that the programs be rigorously evaluated to identify which most effectively protect litigants from the forfeiture of rights.85 This prong covers assistance programs beyond the work of court personnel and short of full representation by counsel, including hotlines, technological assistance, clinics, pro se clerks’ offices, “Lawyer of the Day” programs, and self-help centers,
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discussed above. These programs are an important component in the strategy to increase access to justice. Yet, a comprehensive access-to-justice strategy requires evaluation of the programs to identify which programs help stem the forfeiture of rights and which only help the courts run more smoothly, without affecting case outcomes. Programs not affecting case outcomes may be worthwhile, but they are not a solution to the problem of the forfeiture of rights due to the absence of counsel.

C. Prong 3: Where lesser steps are insufficient, and the interests at stake involve basic needs, provision of counsel for representation

Prong 3 calls for the adoption of a civil right to counsel where the expansion of the roles of the key players and the assistance programs do not provide the necessary help to vulnerable litigants. When revising the roles of judges, mediators, and clerks and using assistance programs short of full representation are insufficient, a denial of access and routine forfeiture of rights are unacceptable outcomes, and a civil right to counsel must be established, at least where basic human needs are at stake.

How extensive the right to counsel must be depends on the effectiveness of prongs 1 and 2. The more the courts succeed in lowering barriers to access and the more the innovations at prong 2 truly stem the forfeiture of rights due to the absence of counsel, the less extensive the right to counsel must be. Where courts resist the needed innovations and the assistance programs fail to impact substantive as opposed to process, the more extensive the right to counsel must be.

VI. Access to Justice and the Role of Private Practitioners

The three prongs of a coordinated access to justice system reveal the opportunities for important roles for individual private practitioners at every juncture, not only with respect to their handling of individual cases, but in their leadership role as well.

A. Roles for Individual Private Practitioners

Private practitioners can help increase access to justice not only for the poor, but the near poor and many middle-income litigants who cannot afford counsel. While Prong 1 focuses on the courts themselves, and the changes that should occur within the court system, court-based initiatives such as self-help centers often depend on volunteers in order to staff the programs. Moreover, leadership from the private sector can be important in the establishment of the programs in the first-place. In Massachusetts, for example, a private attorney
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played an important leadership role in the creation of the initial court service centers. Private attorneys also will play a crucial role in the ethics changes needed to allow judges, court-connected mediators, and clerks provide needed levels of assistance to those without counsel. Private attorneys will play a role both in the adoption of new ethics rules and in the educational efforts necessary so that the private bar will embrace, rather than resist the changes.

Prong 2 covers the array of initiatives between those handled entirely by the court in Prong 1, and full representation by counsel at Prong 3. Each of the mechanisms that provides limited assistance, such as hotlines, pro se clinics, and lawyer-for-the-day programs depend on the participation by private lawyers. For example, KLS offers hotlines that focus on elders and veterans, in which the participation of private attorneys is crucial. KLS programs funded by Interest on Lawyers Accounts (IOLTA) monies offer pro se clinics and form preparation and also involve private practitioners.

With the advent of unbundling and limited representation, private practitioners can include in their fee-generating practices the limited representation of clients. Richard Zorza lists unbundling (along with pro bono work) as the primary contributions from the private bar to what he calls the “the emerging consensus” on access to justice, involving the courts, the private bar and legal aid. Kansas Rule 115A specifically authorizes this approach, and removes many of the questions that might have inhibited limited representation in the absence of the rule. As with the ethical issues involved at Prong 1, the array of ethical issues presented by limited assistance programs, and the challenges for all involved with growing numbers of unrepresented litigants, require private practitioners to take the lead in the adoption and promulgation of new ethical rules, or interpretations of existing ones, to facilitate increased access.

At Prong 3, involving full representation, private practitioners are crucial in their representation of low and moderate income clients both on a pro bono and fee-generating basis. The Legal Services Corporation has issued multiple reports as to the importance of increased pro bono services to help meet the Justice Gap, and includes in its requirements for recipient programs that a
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percentage of the funds go to Private Attorney Involvement (PAI). KLS, for example, runs both pro bono and reduced fee panels, dependent on the participation of private practitioners, and more generally has developed a Private Attorney Involvement Plan.

Beyond pro bono and reduced fee cases, attention increasingly is being focused on the ability of private practitioners to develop, as part of their private practices, so-called “low bono” work, in which the representation produces income for the lawyers while at the same time providing representation to clients who would otherwise fall in the justice gap. The ABA’s recent publication, Reinventing the Practice of Law: Emerging Models to Enhance Affordable Legal Services, includes an array of practice opportunities along these lines. In one model, the lawyers have built their practice entirely on fee-shifting cases, so that the clients they serve are not charged a fee, but the lawyers nonetheless recover their fees at the end of successful litigation.

The reality that the practice of law is changing, and lawyers must graduate from law school with the experience and skills necessary to allow them to represent clients in the areas most crucial to the justice gap, implicates legal education and the bar examination. It is for this reason that Massachusetts became the first state in the country to add the topic of Access to Justice to the Bar Examination. The background memorandum in support of the change lays out the reasoning that connects the threads of lawyers ill-prepared to take on cases in which low- and moderate-income desperately need representation, the apparent failure of many law schools to insure that their students receive relevant experiences in this area, and the possible role the Bar Examination can play in ameliorating the situation.

Even the portion of Prong 3 that focuses on an expanded civil right to counsel can involve private lawyers. San Francisco, for example, has declared itself to be the first “right to counsel” city, striving to ensure representation and assistance to all tenants facing eviction. The lawyers are not funded by public

96. See, e.g., LSC’s latest rulemaking in the PAI area, with notice and comments designed to increase pro bono services, 45 C.F.R. §§ 1614.1–1614.10 (2014).
97. KAN. LEGAL SERVS., INC., 2013 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 90, at 5.
100. See Singsen et al., Dollars and Sense: Fee Shifting, in ABA STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE DELIVERY OF LEGAL SERVICES 87–110 (Herrera ed., 2014).
monies. Rather, the only money involved is for the administration of the program, and representation is provided by pro bono lawyers. 102

A. Leadership Roles for the Private Bar

The recitation of the roles available to private practitioners understates the importance of the private bar in general in the struggle to provide meaningful access to justice. Chief Judge Lippmann of New York contends persuasively that the judiciary must lead on access to justice issues. 103 Yet, the judiciary cannot act alone, and will lead more effectively when joined by the private bar. In Massachusetts, for example, the co-chairs of the two most recent iterations of the Access to Justice Commission have been a sitting justice of the state’s highest court and a leader of the private bar. 104 It was a leader of the private bar in Massachusetts who dedicated his term as President of the Boston Bar Association to creating and supporting a task force to identify strategies to expand a civil right to counsel in Massachusetts. 105 A different private lawyer dedicated his efforts to creating a blue ribbon task force, and enlisting consultants, to make the case for expanded legal services not simply based on the justness of the work but by demonstrating the dramatic cost savings to the state that would result from each dollar expended on legal aid. 106 Across the county, the private bar is crucial both in raising money for legal services so that offices may reach more clients and providing leadership by serving on the boards of directors of the legal services organizations. 107


104. The membership and leadership of the commission is available on the Commission’s website: MASS. ACCESS TO JUSTICE COMM’N, http://www.mass2j.org/a2jwp/?page_id=30 (last visited Mar. 15, 2015).


107. The KLS Board of Directors includes a number of private practitioners, and IOLTA and Bar Sponsored Revenues are important components of the KLS budget. KAN. LEGAL SERVS., INC. 2013 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 90, at 17, 19.
VII. CONCLUSION

The issue is not whether there are important roles for private practitioners in the fight for increased access to justice, but that the participation and leadership of the private bar is essential if we are to uphold the promise of access to justice. We face a crisis in the courts and administrative agencies that threatens the ability of our legal system to uphold the promise of equal justice under the law in many civil cases involving low and moderate income litigants. We are well past the days when we can expect legal services organizations alone to handle issues involving those who cannot afford counsel. The courts, with the private bar serving as an essential partner, must provide leadership in what Chief Judge Lippmann has labeled the “Access-to-Justice Revolution.” The challenges require not just innovation and effort, but a careful assessment as to what types of responses work best with which litigants in which settings, to insure that we make the highest and best use of scarce resources. The Access to Justice leaders must, along the way, insure that we are correctly defining the problems we are trying to solve and adopting appropriate evaluation measures to insure that our progress is helping to stem the forfeiture of important rights due to the access of counsel, rather than merely making sure the machinery of the courts is operating more smoothly. In this way, the private bar can play its crucial role in insuring that our efforts to promote access move beyond providing mere access, and help achieve the goal of providing meaningful Access to Justice.